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What We Are Looking For? 
Social businesses targeting base
of pyramid communities in Africa
(impacting population living on
less than $2 a day)

Impacc is committed to
supporting the acceleration and
transition to scale of social
businesses that have a clear
impact generation plan. The
impact should be trackableand
measurable.

Measuring success and sharing
lessons learned. Impacc supports
social businesses that are
committed to evaluatingtheir own
success, with plans to collect data
and feedbackto inform decisions.
This includes operational
monitoringand ecaluation, as well
as impact evaluation. Innovators
from learning organizations that
make data driven decisionsare a
good fit for our investment.

Social businesseswith a clear,
ideally regional, scale and growth
plans to reach millions of people
living on less than $2 a day in
Africa are highly preferred. 

The business should have a clear
profitability roadmap. 

The social business should have
the potential to create local green
jobs, improving living standards of
base of pyramid communities in
Africa. 

Impacc works with social business
founders showing the relevant
expertise and capabilities to
achieve success. We also want to
see that your team has clear
roles, responsibilities, and the
time commitment needed to be
successful. 

Teams should be able to
demonstrate a strong knowledge
of the problems they are
addressing and what approaches
are likely to work in the local
environment surrounding their
enterprise ( e.g operational,
geographical, political or social
context).

Impacc targets already existing
social businesses, which have been
in operations for more than two
years and haveraised more than
$20,000 in either grant, convertible
grants, venture capital or private
equity at the time of submission.

Venture must be generating
revenues of USD 20,000- USD 150k
annually and must be willing to
grow this 200,000 USDin two
years.

The social business should be
open to discuss franchise
approach as part of scaling model.

The founding individuals must be
above 18 years of age at the time
of the application and nationals or
residents of Africa.

The founding team should be
Africa Nationals, living in Uganda,
Rwanda and Tanzania, which are
our countries of focus.

All members must be fully
proficient in written and spoken
English.

The initiative requires founder
participation. All founding team
members must commit to
participate in the program. Lack of
commitment or active engagement
will render the team or innovation
ineligible for the program.

Please find all the information about the application process and FAQ’s on
our website. 
For further questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us: 
 ventures@impacc.org 

Germany
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